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Abstract

The Tropical Ocea - Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocea - Atmosphere Respons
Experient (TOGA COAR) was conceived in order to improve understadig of the
pricipal processs responsible for couplig of the ocean and atmosphere in the western

Pacifc wan pool region. Field work for TOGA COAR was concentrated in an Intensive
Flux Ary (!A) and included a varety of atmospheric and oceanc platforms. The Upper
Ocean Processes Group (UOPG) was involved in TOGA COAR though the preparation,
deployment, and reovery of a heaviy intrented surace moorig for the observation of
ai-sea fluxes and oceanc temperature, salinty, and currents in the upper 300 m. The
moorig was deployed at 10,45.27' S, 1550,59.73 Eon 21 October 1992 in 1744 m of
water. An instrent check-out cruis was underten in December of 1992 in order to

evaluate the meterological systems on the buoy. The moorig was recovered on 4 March
1993. Ths report describes moorig deployment operations, the instrment check-out
cruise, and the moorig reovery. UOPG personnel also assisted with the deployment and
reovery of five other moorigs as a par of the COAR IFA and these operations ar
discussed.
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Part 1: TOGA COARE Mooring Deployment
RI Wecoma Cruise Report WE92.10A

Section 1-1: Introduction

Durg evaluation of the progrss in the Tropical Ocean - Global Atmosphere
(TOGA) program, it became clear that the complexity of the coupled ocean-atmosphere
system in the western Pacifc war pool region waranted furer study. The Coupled
Ocean - Atmosphere Response Experient (COAR) was designed to fil ths need. The
pricipal scientic objective of COAR was to improve understadig of the processe
responsible for couplig of the ocean and atmosphere in the war pool region (WCRP,
1990). Field work for TOGA COAR included a varety of atmosphenc and oceanic
measurement platforms in the COAR domai (figur 1-1). The methodology for the
expenment was to concentrate the measurements in an Intensive Flux Aray (!A;
figur 1-2) which was intended to produce a high qualty heat, moisture, and momentum
flux data set for the ocean-atmosphere system. A thorough disussion of scientic
motivation and experiental design of COAR is given by Webster and Lucas (1992).
Many more deta on experienta logistics and implementation ar given in the TOGA
COAR Operations Plan (TCIPO, 1992)

The Upper Ocean Processes Group (UOPG) was involved in TOGA COAR
though the preparation, deployment, and recovery of a heaviy intrmented surace
moorig in the IF A for the observation of surace meteorology and oceanc temperatur,
salinity, and currnts. The goal of the project was to make high quality observations of the
ai-sea fluxes and detaed measurments of the temporal evolution of the vertcal strcture
of the upper 300 m of the ocean. The measurements from the UOP surace moorig were
complemented by sub-sudace measurements from five other moorigs withn the IFA, and
UOPG personnel assisted in the preparation and deployment of these moonngs. The goal
of the analysis effort wil be to develop an improved understading of the role of the air-sea
fluxes and nea-sudace oceanic processes in determining the sea-surace temperatu and
vertcal strcture of the war pool. Of particular interest is the oceanic response to

atmosphenc forcing events ranging in scale from smal (5-50 Ia) convective elements to
westerly wind bursts (1500 Ia zonal and 500 Ia mendional).

The purpose of the cruise aboard the RJ Wecoma was the deployment of six
moonngs in the COAR IFA. The deployment cruise was iitiated from Honolulu, Hawaü
on 7 October 1992, made a bnef port cal in Pohnpei to ta on scientic personnel, and

contiued on to the IF A site for moonng operations. The Wecoma saied for Guam upon
completion of the moonng deployments on 27 October, arvig there on 1 November.
The science par for the first leg of the cruise consisted of four people from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WO!) with A. Plueddemann as Chief Scientist The
second leg of the cruise was conducted jointly with the University of Washington (UW).
A pary of five from UW joined the ship in Pohnpei,with C. Erien serving as Co-Chief
Scientit. Alo joining the ship in Pohnpei was a par of two from the Intitute of Ocean
Sciences (IOS), B.c., Canada, representing the interests of D. Farer.
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Figure 1.1. Moorings in COARE Domain
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Figure 1-2. Mooring Array in COARE IFA
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Section 1-2: Preparations

The taks to be accomplished on ths cruse were the deployment of six moorigs:
A meteorological and oceanographic surace moorig developed by the UOPG (denoted the
WHOI-UOP moorig, figur l-3a,b), a subsurace moorig contanig an acoustics
instrent known as ELSI developed by Faner (figure 1-4), and four subsudace
Profilg Curnt Meter (PCM) moorigs developed by Erin. Ths report is pricipally
concerned with the activities of the contingent from WHOI who were responsible for the
deployment of the UOP moonng and ELSI.

The advance par from WHOI (Simoneau, Bouchard, Grant) arved in Honolulu
on 26 September followed two days later by the remaider of the group (plueddemann,
Alsup). A tota of 11 days were spent in Honolulu engaged in cruse prepartion.

Accomplihed dung th tie were:

- constrction of the UOP buoy tower
- intaation of VA WR and IMT sensors on the tower
- buoy spin
- preparation of 9 VMCMs including compass spins
- preparation of 13 WHOI Seacats
- acquisition of 5 Tomczak Seacats
- 3 releases checked
- near-sudace Brancker stnng assembled
- tensiometer checked
- Edson sonic anemometer mounted on Wecoma
- Wecoma deck and lab loaded

A series of tests were pedonned comparg handheld meteorological observations
to those of VA WR and IMET. Both Argos data and IMET optical disk data were processed
and plottd for varous test periods. At one point these comparsons showed that the IMT
longwave (L W) radiation was consistently 50 W 1m2 higher than that of the VA WR. Some
discussion with Woods Hole was initiated with regard to possible Argos contamination,
but it was finaly argued that the spar IMT LW should be tred. The onginal sensor was
replaced with the spar on 6 October, and from that point on the IMET and VA WR L W
values agrd to withn 5-10 W/m2. Al other met comparsons indicated properly
functioning sensors.

A series of mior difficulties were encountered durig the mechancal preparation of
the buoy tower. Much of the hardwar supplied seemed inappropnate, necessitating many
tnps to the local hardwar store. Some of the constrction deta had to be modifed. The

. mounts for the solar panel above the buoy pick-up point were found broken upon arval.
Both mounts were re-constrcted using a heavier gauge bracket

One VMCM (SIN 051) had a problem wnting a tape durig an overnght test The
tape transport in this instrent was replaced with a spare, and no more problems were
encountered. One WHOI Seacat (SIN 927) would not respond to RS232 interrogation by
the computer. It was later found that one of the chips in the electronics board had worked
loose. Another Seacat (SIN 995) did not have the battry pack modication. It was

decided to deploy the intrent with the factory battry pack intalation. The tensiometer

did not register properly upon initial connection to the buoy. It was later found that the
connector for the tensiometer cable in side the LOP ACS was bad. This was repaid and
the tensiometer pedonned as expeted.
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Figure 1-3a. UOP Mooring Schematic
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Figure 1-3b. UOP Mooring Upper 25 m Schematic
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Figure 1-4. ELSI Mooring Schematic
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Problems with two of the AM acoustic releas necssitated an emergency
shipment of spares from WHOI. The firt releas would transpond, but would not shut off
when put into tie-ping mode. The seond would not respond at al in any mode. The
spar units, BACS releases from Scott Worrow's lab, arved at approximately 5 AM on
the morning of our scheduled deparure after diffculty gettg tranferrd from San
Francisco onto a flght to Honolulu. Without the effort of G. Tupper and K. Adams these
would not have arved in time and the deparre would have ben delayed.

Section 1-3: Transit Leg

The RN Wecoma, operated by Oregon State University, arved in Honolulu on
schedule, the morning of 3 October. By 7 October, she was loaded and ready for
deparre. The deck load was near capacity, and diffculties were encountered attmptig
to fit the 3-meter discus buoy (the last item aboard) on deck. It became clear at th tie

that the deck load would have to be rearanged and that a new methodology would have to
be worked out in order to lift the buoy safely. Wecoma saied for Pohnpei on 7 October
with Plueddemann, Simoneau, Grant, and Bouchard aboard. Alsup returned to Woods
Hole from Honolulu.

Durg the transit leg, instrent preparation was complete, including the

remaing 14 Branckers, the ADCP, and th BACS releases. The broken Seacat was
fixed by refittg one of the chips to the electronics board. The sonic anemometer
electronics was set up and loggig stad. It was noticed that the high frequency

shudderig of the ship while undeiway was causing substatial "shakg" of the buoy

tower. The R.M Young wind sensors were removed and the VA WR vane blocked in order
to minimiz possible wear on the moving par. An interesting quirk was discovered in the
IMET system by Butch. If the UTC "midnight reset" of LOP ACS occurs dunng a penod
when the aspirators are on, they wil come back on lie in off position. Thus it wil tae at

least 10 min (10 counts of SW:: 150) before they wil turn on agai. Tnckle charging was
done durgmost of the tranit to keep the IMET battery pack fully charged.

Instrment work was nearly complete by 13 October, and a 24 hr met watch was
stad in order to independently monitor the met sensors and to develop confdence (or

lack of same) in ship's sensors. Wecoma was outftted with only minimal meteorological
instrments, since the "special" met package had not been reuested for our cruse. We
found the only useful information from the ship to be GPS position, wind speed and
direction, and barometrc pressure. Handheld instrments were used to provided the
remaining observations (ai temperature, sea sudace temperature, and relative humidity).
From this monitonng several problems were found: Failure of the secondar IMET system
due to a cracked stuffing tube nut, erroneous values from the VA WR relative humidity
sensor due to water in the endcap (paul suggests that this resulted from the sensor being
"upside down" from its typical instaation), and faiure of the secondar IMET wind
sensor due to a shortd pin. The stuffng tube nut and shortd wind sensor pin were fixed

while undeiway. The VA WR RH sensor was replaced with the spar.

Section 1-4: Mooring Deployments

Upon arval in Pohnpei on 17 October, we met up with the remainder of the
scientific par~ Joining the ship were Charlie Erisen, Neil Bogue, Bob Reid, Caren
Marorella, and Chaz Wichman from UW, and Steve Hil and Don Lapishov from iOS.
The morning of the next day, still in Pohnpei, we re-aranged the deck load, attached the

12



bridle leg to the !M buoy and took the opportty to tet the stabilty of the buoy durg
pick-up with the crae. Liftig from the designate pick-up point resulte in the buoy

nealy falg over onto the sensor tower. It was determined that a special slig would be

needed to mak the crae lift safe and manageable, and that th slig would stay on the
buoy afr deployment, to be reovered via a smal boat operation later. We depard
Pohnpei 18 October without incident .

Thre days of steaming brought us to the COAR IFA region. The UOP buoy was
the first to go in, but we were worred by strong winds and rough seas the day and night
before the scheduled deployment on 21 October. These conditions were the result of a
succession of tropical storms, some strong enough to be tyhoons, passing to the nort of

our position. The morning of the deployment showed some moderation of conditions, and
we decided to proceed. We were very concerned with the methodology of attching the

VA WR temperature sensor on the chai between the bridle and the first VMCM and rigged
up a mount which would alow the sensor to remain on the bridle if attchment to the chain
was not feasible. The buoy was lited from the (very crowded) fanta and over the
staboard rai without incident, at which tie the VA WR temp sensor was attched to the
chai while the 400 Ib buoy took several large swings over David and Paul, held only by

the release hook and tag lies. Mtr ths tense moment, the remainder of the deployment

went relatively smoothy, finishig by about 1500 local.

Four hours of intensive (15 miute interval) meteorological observations were done
immediately following the deployment as well as a CTD cast to 300 m. The shipboard and
handheld met observations agreed well with both IMET and VA WR sensors on the buoy
(figure 1-5a-j). Conditions of heavy ra durg the observation period made independent
of air temp and relative humidity difficult, and may have reulted in strong near-sudace
temperature gradients. A possible processing problem with the IMET barometrc pressure

. was brought to light (figure 1-5f), but not considered serious. It was decided that it would
be necessar to re-survey the ELSI site since the deployment was very depth-sensitive.
This, in addition to general exhaustion, left no window for the IMET anchor survey, which
we postponed unti later. A compilation of sensors on the moorig was made (table 1-1)
and forwarded to WHOI for use in securig insurance.

After a follow-up surey of the ELSI mooring site durig the night, we began
deployment of the mooring on 22 October. Steve Hill provided a new drawing of the
upper porton of the moorig (figure 1-6), and indicated that the taget depth for ELSI
should be 25 m, not 20 m. The expected water depth was 2078 m, and the mooring length
was adjusted accordingly. Some difficulties were encountered in setting the upper porton
of the moorig due to lengths which could not be wound on the winch and could not be
stopped off. The remainder of the deployment went smoothly. Pressures to survey the
PCM sites meant foregoing the anchor surey. No CTD cast was done at this time.

Following the ELSI deployment on 22 October, four PCM moorigs were set on
four successive days. The weather was bettr, and these deployments went mostly without
incident Afer each PCM deployment, the anchors were surveyed, and a CTD cast was
done at the time of the first PCM profie. During the transit from the East to Nort PCM
sites, we stopped at the IMET site and completed the anchor surey (figure 1-7). After the
last (West) PCM was deployed, we moved to the ELSI site, completed the anchor survey
there (figure 1-8), and made a CT cast.
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Figure 1-5a,b. VA WR, IMET, ship and GTS sensor comparison
wind speed and direction
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Figure 1-5c,d. VA WR, IMET, ship and GTS sensor comparison
shortwave and longwave
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Figure l-Se,f. VA WR, IMET, ship and GTS sensor comparison
relative humidity and barometric pressure
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Figure 1-5g,h. VA WR, IMET, ship and GTS sensor comparison
sea temperature and air temperature
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Figure 1-5i,j. VA WR, IMET, ship and GTS sensor comparison
precipitation and tension
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Table 1-1. UOP TOGA COARE Mooring Instrumentation

Time of deployment: 0430 UTC 10-21-92
Position: 1°,45.27' S, 155°,59.73' E
Water depth: 1744 m

Instrent Serial No.

VAWR
VAWRWI
VAWRSW
VAWRLW
VAWRRH
VAWRBP
VAWRAT
IMT WN1
IMT WN2
IMT SW
IMTLW
!M AT01
!M AT02
IMT RH01
IMT RH02
IMT BP
IMT PRCP!M P1
IMT PI

723
na
28315
27237
V -029
44149
T5850
111
112
103
003
110
106
110
102
110
109
001
107

3-m discus buoy
Bracker T-pod
Bracker T-pod
Bracker T-pod
Bracker T -pod

Bracker T -pod

Brancker T -pod
IMT SST
Seacat
Tensiometer
VAWRSST
PMEL T-pod
VMCM
Bracker
Seaat
VMCM
Seaat
VMCM
Seaat

na
3667
3705
3838
3832
3699
3839
109
142
43845
T5502
2011
203203
3308
143
401105
928
40100
929

19

Depth

-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.0

0.0
0.4
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
1.6
2.0
2.4
3.2
4.65
5.15
5.65
7.48
9.0
11.5
13.0
15.5



Instrent Serial No. Depth

VMCM 051 17.0
Seaat 991 19.5
ADP 448 20.5
VMCM 203304 23.0
Seaat 992 23.5
Bracker 3761 27.5
VMCM 202803 31.5
Seaat 993 32.0
Bracker 3834 35.5
VMCM 202002 39.5
Seaat 994 40.0
Seacat (Tomcza) 1069 45.5
VMCM 203504 52.5
Seaat 995 53.0
Seaat (Tomcza) 1065 60
Seaat 141 68
Seaat (Tomcza) 1066 76
Seacat 144 84
Seaat (Tomcza) 1067 92
Seaat 927 100
Seaat (Tomcza) 1068 108
Brancker 3835 116
Seaat 146 124
Bracker 3301 132
Brancker 3762 148
Bracker 3701 164
Bracker 3763 180
Brancker 3836 196
WOTAN (Farer) 8846 200
Bracker 3702 212
Bracker 3703 228
Bracker 3387 244

. Brancker 3764 260
AM Relea 130 1714

20



Figure 1-6. ELSI Mooring Schematic modified 10/21/92
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Figure 1-8. ELSI Mooring Anchor Positon
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With al of the moorings set. we began a tranit of the IFA aray on 27 October,
intending to do CTD's at each moorig with Doppler sureys in between. The tiing of
visits to the PCM sites was dictated by the tie of the PCM profùes, plus the desire to visit
the UOP mooring site in daylight to retreve the slig used in deployment The surey was
stad by revisiting the Nort PCM site at ~~ local, then the South PCM at 0600. At

ths point we steamed back to the central site, arving at about 1000 local. The ship's
Zodiac was launched successfully in raiy weather with some swell, but little wind sea.
Neil and Paul successfully reovered the slig, and report that the solar panels on the
buoy deck had ben knocked vertcal, presumably by wave wash. It was clea that the
buoy was riding quite a bit lower in the water than immediately after launch, having only
about 30 em of freeboard. A second intensive met observation period was scheduled .
concurrntly with the Zodiac operation, but agai rai made qualty measurments difficult,
and the short duration of the stay on site (2.5 hr) resulted in litte data for comparson.

Durng the visit to the UOP moorig site, trouble was encountered with the CT
and no cast was done there. We hoped to have the CTD fixed for the visit to the East
PCM. However, it appeared that the problem was more serious, possibly tag until the
next day to fix. At th point we decided to forego the redundant CT casts at the
remaining moorings and head home. Ths early depare from the IFA region got us into
Guam on 1 November, one day earlier than scheduled.
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Appendix 1-1
R! Wecoma Science Personnel, Cruise Number W9210A

Leg 1: Hawai - Pohnpei

A. Plueddeman
D. Simoneau
C. Grant
P. Bouchard

Leg 2: Pohnpei - Guam

A. Plueddeman
C. Erien
D. Simoneau
C. Grant
P. Bouchard
N. Bogue
R. Reid
C. Marorella
C. Wichman
S. Hil
D. Lapishov

WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI

WHOI
UW
WHOI
WHOI
WHOI
UW
UW
UW
UW
IOS
IOS

(Chf. Sci.)

(Co-Chf. Sci.)
(Co-Chf. Sci.)
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Part 2: TOGA COARE Mooring Check-out
RI Le Noroit Cruise Report

Section 2-1: Introduction

On 3 November 1992, the satellte data telemetr from the !MT meterological
package on the WHOI UOP surace mooring that had ben deployed as par of the TOGA
COAR stopped trmittg to Service ARGOS. The last trsmission from the IMET
system was received at 2200 UTC. Four hours later, at 0200 UTC on 4 November,
Servce ARGOS reeived the lat updated message from the VA WR mounte on the same
buoy. In an attempt to understad the cause of the faiures the RN Monana Wave which
was workig in the ara was asked to stop by the buoy and look for any obvious problems.
With instrctions from WHOI tehncians, personnel aboard the Moana Wave conducted
severa tests to ascert the condition of the !MT system. The inormation that was
gaied from those tets indicated that the problem was not trvial and any attmpt at repai
would reuire special hardware and personnel who were familar with the buoy and it's
electronics.

The RN Le Noroit was ased if they could accommodate four WHOI tehnicians
and if they would be wiling to parcipate in the work reuird to repai the meteorological

systems. Dr. Therr Delcroix, chief scientist aboard the ship agred to help by offering
space aboard the ship for the WHOI personnel and ship tie to check out the buoy.

Ths report describes the buoy repai activities that were cared out aboard the Le
N oroit.

Section 2-2: Mooring Check-out

The RN Le Noroit depard Noumea, New Caledonia on Wednesday 2 December
1992. The priar purpose of the cruse was to conduct a cm survey along 1560 East
between 50 South and 5 Nort latitude. The chief scientit was Dr. Thierr Delcroix of the
ORSTOM Center in Noumea.

Four people from WHOI (Bryan Way, Geoff Allsup, Wil Ostrom and Rick Trask)
were on board to make a servce cal to the WHOI sudace buoy deployed in October as par
of the TOOA.experient The purpose of their visit was to repai the faied VA WR and
!MT meteorological systems which had stopped telemeterig data as of 4 Novemeber
1992 (year day 309). Previous viits to the buoy by the RN Moana Wave had not been
able to resta the !MT system or determine whether the VA WR was operational.

The ship arved at the buoy on 9 December 92. Upon arval a smal boat was sent
to the buoy with the WHOI contingent and two of the ship's crew. Visual inspection of the
buoy sensors and cablig did not reveal any obvious problems. Attmpts to communicate
with both the VA WR and IMT were however unsuccessfuL. Since it was impossible to
determine the operational statu of both the VA WR and IMET externaly a decision was
made to reover the buoy and attempt a repai on board ship.

Pror to leavig the buoy the near-sudace par of the mooring was inspected from

the smal boat using a diving mas The VA WR SST housd in a staless flexible tube
was hanging down from the bridle and not connected to the chain dirctly below the bridle
as it should have been. Eight instrments were visible from the sudace. The propellers on
the upper VMCMs al seemed operational.
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With the moorig sti anchored the ship backed down on the suñace buoy. The

smal boat was utid to attch the reovery lies to the buoy. The buoy was then puled

to the ship and li out of the water and placed on deck at approxiately 0030 UT 9
DEe 92. The moorig was stopped off on deck. Ths operation rased al the in-lie
intrentation approxiately 2 meters.. The moorig was disconnected from the buoy

and transferrd to a toroid buoy that had previously ben placed in the water and tied off to
the port side of the ship. A ten meter shot of 3/8" wire was put in-line below the toroid
buoy so as to faciltate connectig the toroid to the moorig. The moorig was then
lowered back into the water using a 36 meter long shot of polypropylene that had been
shackled to the top of the UOP moorig (ie the bottom of the 10 m shot of wi below the
toroid). The tension was then trsferred to the toroid and the polypro was cast off with a
polyform float tied off to the end. Beging at about 005 UTe 9 Dec 92 the moorig
strg dropped down 10 meters below its normal position. Le Noroit then got underway to
the nort to contiue its em work.

With the bridle sti attched the tower was lowered and the hatch opened.

Moistu was deteted in the well with a few drops of water on the IMET Lopacs and
VA WR Argos trsmittr. Approximately 1 or 2 cups of water were siphoned from the
bottom of the well.

A problem was identied in the IMT priar sensor junction box. A failed
component (FT) did not permt power to the modules. The failed component was
bypassed and al modules could be addressed using a laptop computer. The lopacs
however was not fuctionig properly. The original lopacs was replaced with a spare unit.
The origial lopacs was brought into the ai conditioned lab and within several hours
stad workig. The spar lopacs could not at fist address al the sensor modules
routiely. Mter diconnectig Wind 02 the lopacs was able to reliably addrss the
remaig modules. The original Wind 02 (wid module number 112) was replaced with a
spar wid module (wid module number 108). With ths change the lopacs was then able
to address both winds and al the other modules.

The RM Young sped and direction sensor of Wind 01 was replaced with the same
components from the original Wind 02 (wind module number 112) which was no longer in
use since it was causing problems when the spare lopacs tred to address the other modules
The wid dition beargs in the original Wind 01 unit were rough and had a tendency to
cog. The beargs from the original Wind 02 unt were in bettr condition and therefore the
enti sped and diection assembly was used on Wind 01.

Another module problem identified on the IMT system was the sea surace
temperatue module. The original SST module (SST module number 109) was replaced

with a spar (SST module 106). The original and the spar both have PVC pressure
housings. Mter openning the original SST sensor a few drops of water were found inide
the pressure case. The clamp used to hold the SST to the buoy bridle was a newer style
compression clamp that held the module by compressing its end caps. Ths new clamp had
been used becaus it was thought that the "clam shell" style clamps might be deforming the
pressure cas and causing a leak.

The VA WR Argos trmittr was openned and the Tattletae program with the
controller was found to be unsponsive. Despite repeated attmpts to ta to the Argos
telemetr unit it remaied unrsponsive. The progr had to be reloaded into the
controller. Havig done that the Argos telemetr unt stad workig properly. Since the
cause of the log jamb in the tattetae progr is unown it was decided to replace the
original ARGOS trsmittr unit with a spare. The ARGOS IDs in the spar ar however
the same as the original unit
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The VA WR cassett data tape was removed from the intrent and read. The tape

appears to have a fu reord despite numerous (8) clock resets. By piecing the varous
segments of data together it appea that the VA WR contiued to reord data up to the point
where the tape was removed on board Le Noroit

Since the cause of the repeated clock rests is unown the onginal VA WR was
replaced with V A 184WR. The clock reset time for V A184WR is 0330 UTC 10 Dec 92. Al
sensors were replaced in their ongial mouIits except SST which was mounted at the same
depth as the IMT SST rather than on the chai below the bridle.

The compass and vane follower shipped with V A184WR had become corroded
some tie afr being shipped for the original TOGA deployment. The shipping box had

gottn wet which presumably caused the corrosion. Since they were suspet another spare
compass and vane follower were used with V A184WR.

The discus buoy was redeployed at 0525 UTC 13 December 1992. A smal shot of
chai (approxiately 1 meter in length) was insertd below the buoy inorder to reonnect

the buoy to the moonng. The exact lengt of that additional shot of chai will have to be
meaured at the time of recovery. Following deployment the buoy was boarded in order to
rase the Argos antennaes and to adjust the tower stays. Severa photographs were taen of
the near surace instrmentation using a camera and a homemade glass bottom bucket The
propellers on the 2 upper VMCMs were clearly viible and spinnnig frely. After

retug to the ship the ARGOS tranmissions were checked and everying was workig
properly and the data appeard reasonable. The ship then got underway so as to finsh the
senes of CT stations before trsittg to Rabual, East New Bnta Island, Papua New

Guinea.

Addendum

On 18 Decmber 1992, the IMT meteorological system faied a second tie and
remaied off the ai for the remaider of the deployment The VA WR contiued to record
and tranmit data unti the buoy was recovered on 4 Marh 1993.
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Part 3: TOGA COARE Mooring Recovery
RI We coma Cruise Report WE93-02A

Section 3- 1. Introduction

On 27 Febru,1993 at 1000 local RV Wecoma left Guam on cru number
WE93-02A. to reover the WHOI sUDace moonng, the four University of Washigton I
Draper PCM moonngs, and the IOS subsUDace moonng. On 1 March, clocks on board
were moved ahead one hour to Pohnpei tie. Figure 3-1 is a map showing the cruise track
of RI Wecoma on WE93-02A The locations of the four sUDace moonngs, central WHOI
surface moonng, and acoustic (ELS!) moonng ar shown in figure 3-2.

An attmpt was made to rech the sUDace moonng by mid-day of 3 Marh and
reover the moonng on that afternoon. Strong (1 to 1.5 knot) curnts to the nortwest
slowed Wecoma and it was not possible to reach the UOP moonng with suffcient day light
to complete the meteorological comparon and reoveiy. From approxiately 140 to
160 local on 3 March, a preliinar comparon of hand held and ship meteorological
sensors was cared out At 1600 local Wecoma arved at PCM N and cared out a 3 point
surey of the anchor position. CI #1 was tan at 200 local near PCM N, and CI #2
was taen at 2300 near PCM N.

At approxiately ~~ local on 4 Marh, 1993 Wecoma steed to the acoustic
(ELS!) moonng. An acoustic surey of the anchor site was completed at 0330 local. cm
#3 was taen at 04 local to coincide with the samplig of the Aadera thennistor cha.
Mter the CI, Wecoma steamed to the sUDace moonng. Visua inpection was made at
approxiately 0700 local, and two hour of ship-buoy meterological inter-comparons
were made between 0730, see figure 3-6 for inter-comparon data. CI #4 was made
nea the surface moonng beginng at 0950 local. The acoustic releas was commanded to
releas at 1106 local. Surface moonng recoveiy was finhed at 1415. At 1500, the ship
got under way to the site of PCM W.

An anchor surey of PCM W was completed at 0500 - 0630 local on 5 March,
1993. cm #5 was made near PCM W at 0800 local, and CTD #6 was made near PCM W
at 1100 local. PCM W was recovered from 1230 local to 1530 local. Wecoma moved on
to PCM S. An acoustic surey of PCM S was cared out between 2030 local to 2200
local. CI #7 was made near PCM S at 2300 local.

Wecoma steamed to PCM E, and an acoustic surey of the anchor was cared out
beginng 0345 local 6 March, 1993. CI #8 was made near PCM E at 0500 local 6
March, 1993. A faiure of the controller of the hydro winch prolonged this CI. Wecoma
got underway toward the ELSI moonng at 0830 local. The ELSI moonng was recovered
from 1300 to 1647 local on 6 March. Mter the reoveiy Wecoma steamed toward PCM S.

CT #9 was made near PCM S at 0500 local, 7 Marh, 1993. PCM S was
reovered from 0830 to 1130 local. PCM S was found to be flooded. Wecoma steamed
nort past the Atlas moonng at approxiately 20 S, 1560 E and on to PCM E.

CT #10 was made at 0500 local on 8 Marh, 1993. PCM E was reovered from
0800 to 1100 local. Wecoma got underway to PCM N with a pause for engine
maitenance.

On 9 March,. 0745 local PCM N was releaed and recoveiy operations completed
at 1100. Wecoma then transited to Pohnpei arving in port 11 March, 1993.
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Figure 3-1. Map showing the cruise track of RV Wecoma on WE93-02A.
The locations of the four surface moorings, central WHOI surface mooring,

and acoustic (ELSI) mooring are shown.
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Table 3-1 TOGA COARE Mooring Positions

Moorig I Latitude
I

110 45.27' S

L Longitude
f

1155059.73' EUOP
ELSI 1028.15' S 155043.01' E
PCMN 10 15.499' S 156001.001' E
PCMW 10 46.500' S 155030.075' E
PCMS 20 15.225' S 156000.425' E
PCME 1044.315' S 156031.210' E
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Section 3-2: The Mooring Program

A. UOP Surface Mooring Recovery

On 4 March, 0730 local the RI Wecoma was positioned 114 mie down wind of
the UOP discus moorig for visual inspection, and meteorological inter-comparson.
Figure 3-3 detals mooring schematic. The acoustic release was fired at 1106 and
confiration was made that the bottom of the moorig was coming up. The ship, then
steamed slowly towards the discus buoy with the wid slightly on the staboard bow. The
crane boom was at ths tie in position crowned up with the whip lowered to the ship's
staboard rail, midships. The discus was hooked, using a stadard Woods Hole pick up
pennant into the main liftig bail and tension tan up from the ship's crane whip. The
discus was raed to a height parallel to that of the mai deck bulwark. The crane then
slewing inboard, pinching the buoy into the ship's bulwark ra.

Two ai tugger cables were hooked into two opposing tower bais, located on the
deck of the discus (figure 3-3). These cables were fai leaded as such, one cable ran
outboard to the ship's bulwark and the other tended inboard. These tugger wires were put
in place to reduce port to staboard swing, once the buoy cleared up and over the ship's
raiL. While, the tuggers applied tension to the buoy, the hul was raised up approximately 4
ft. above the raiL. 11s height was required to alow the 3/4"chai shackled to the apex of
.the bridle to be accessible for stopping off as the buoy tranite inboard and down onto the
deck.

A 3/4" chai grab shackled to a 1112" nylon bul rope was then hooked into the

3/4" chain, apx. 2 ft. below the apex of the bridle. 11s line was then reved around the
ship's capsta. An additional checking line was tied to the bridle and tended forward to
keep the buoy hull from swing aft The crane was directed to swing slowly inboard, in
conjunction with the thee checkig line controlling the discus swing. As the buoy
transited over the side of the ship inboard, the capstan 1 bull rope was hauled up slowly
takng the moorig tension away from the discus.

When the buoy had been swung completely inboard of the ship's rai the crane was
instrcted to lower the buoy to the deck. All checkig lie were hauled up and secured and
wooden chocks wedged between the hull and deck. The bul rope was then hauled in
enough to allow slack in the shackle connection between the bridle apex and the 3/4" chai.

The bul rope was then secured to a deck cleat The buoy at that tie was chaied to the

deck. The shackle connection at the apex of the bridle was disconnected.

Due to the close proximity of instrmentation in the upper 25 meters in the
moorig, see figure 1-3b, the crane was used to recover ths segment, in the following

. fashion. The crane was positioned so that the crane whip hung vertcal approximate 30 ft.
over the mooring strng, which was hanging over the staboard deck edge.The bitter end of
the stopped off 3/4" chain that was disconnected from the apex of the discus bridle was
hooked onto the crane whip hook. The crane whip was hauled up and the capsta lie was

eased off and removed.. The crane whip was raised up approximately 25 ft. to lift the rust
2 VMCMs.up clear of the ships deck. The crane then slewed inboard and the capsta bull
rope was re-hooked below the second instrment and secured to a deck cleat. The crane
whip then lowered the instrmentation down onto the deck.The VMCM's were unshackled
from the stopped off mooring and removed. The crane whip was re-hooked into the
stopped off shot at the rail and agai was raied, lifting up the next section of the moorig
strg. This procedure was repeated 3 times unti the 25 meter depth VMCM. was
recovered.
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Figure 3-3. Discus -Deck Bäil Configuration
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The TSE mooring winch tag line was passed through the Gifford mooring block
which hung in the center of the ship's A-frame and around the staboard aft quarr of
Wecoma. The crane whip was then lowered and hooked into the first 5.39 m wire shot and
tension taen up and the capsta / bull rope was removed. The crane then lowered its

boom outboard ard slewed aft out around the discus hull and tower, towards the TSE tag
line bringing the mooring strg to the tag lie. Th wir termination was lowered to the

TSE tag line and shackled together. A short length of 3/4" nylon slip line was reveed
though the pear ring at that termination and made fast to the ship's rai. The crane whip
was then lowered to allow the moorig tension to shift to the slip line The crane whip was
removed. With the A-frame extended out board, the slip line was paid out transferrng the
moorig tension to the TSE tag line. The time was 1238 local. The remainder of the
mooring was recovered in the stadard Woods Hole subsurace moorig
procedure(Heinmiler, 1976).

The following personnel were required for ths operation:
1 mooring operations leader
2 capstan operators
2 ai tugger operators

1 crane operator
2 tag line handlers
1 moorig log recorder

B. PCM Array

The TOGA COARE Profiing Current Meter (PCM) aray consisted of four sub-
surface PCM moorings, PCM-N, PCM-S, PCM-E, and PCM-W, each set one-half degree
(appr?ximately 55.5 kilometers) due nort, south, east, and west, respectively, of the UOP
moonng.

The PCMs and their moorigs are designed and prepared by the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, MA, under contract to Dr. Charles Erien of the

University of Washington School of Oceanography. The moorigs were set and
recovered by personnel from CSDL, UW, and WHO!.

This section of the report wil describe a typical PCM mooring and its recovery,
followed by short comments on each individual mooring recovery and instrument
performance.

The PCM mooring is designed to be released in two par. The upper par consists
of a 41 "-diameter ORE sphere at about 20 meters depth, followed by a 180-meter plastic-
jacketed staless steel guide line on which the PCM profies, and then an acoustic release

(figure 3-4). The lower portion of the moorig star just below the upper acoustic release
with a 60" diameter syntactic foam float, followed by sufficient plastic-jacketed 1/4" wire
rope for the depth of the moorig, then glass bals for backup floatation just above the
bottom release.

Mooring recovery requires six people: a moorig operations coordinator, a winch
operator, two people to operate air tuggers, stopper lines, handle the PCM, and assist on
the fantail as needed, and one recorder/safety observer. In addition, the Wecoma's bosun
usually operated the A-frame as requied and the mare technician assisted on the fanta
and served as a safety observer.
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Figure 3-4. PCM Schematic
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The tyical PCM recovery began with the ship positioned about 0.5 nautical miles
down-curnt from the mooring position, confirmed by acoustic surey. The upper
release was fired and in less than one minute the ORE sphere was on the sunace, floatig
with the ARGOS tranmitter upright and vertcal.

The ORE spheres floated with the litig rig downward. A tag lie was rigged

with tape to the end of a pick-up pole, with the bittr end made fast to the ra. The ship
approached the sphere and brought it close aboard along the staboard side. One person
passed. the loop of line around the sphere, brought it back to the ship and made it fast.
Additional tension on ths lie capsized the float and exposed the litig li or bai. A

standard WHOI pick-up sling and pole was used to hook into the sphere. The end of the
lifting sling was shackled into the 1-1/2" Samson braid line spooled on the TSE winch.
The ORE sphere was then lifted though the A-frame, and with two people liftng on the
ARGOS transmitter housing to keep it off the deck, the sphere was lowered to the deck.

Immediately below the ORE sphere is chai, a shock absorber, and the top stop of
the PCM guide-line. We tied a tag lie to the PCM guide lie and let it fetch up agait the
top stop, then used that line to hold the mooring whie we disconnected the ORE sphere.

Once the PCM guide-lie was connected ditly to the winch lie, and the ORE
sphere was rolled out of the way, we hauled in on the PCM guide line. The hauling was
stopped with the PCM spherical housing at the water's edge. A safety lie (tag lie with a

bowline in the end for makng a slip knot) was looped around the PCM and brought taut
around the neck of the PCM just above the main spherical hull, but below the conductivity
probe ars. The PCM was then lifted through the A-frame and held just above the deck
while it was placed in its cage. The top release was hauled in by hand to complete the
recovery of the top section of the moorig.

The bottom release was fired from a distace of 0.75 nautical miles. The orage
60" syntactic foam sphere appeard on the sudace (from 200 meters depth) in about thee
minutes. The 20 glass bals followed approximately 15 minutes later, arving at the
sudace about 50 meters upwind of the orange sphere.

Recovery of the orange sphere was similar to the recovery of the ORE sphere. A
loop of line was passed around the ball to hold it in place. Capsizng was not necessar
and a litig hook was placed in one of the sling link attched to the chain draped over the

top of the balL. This lifting hook's attched sling was shackled to the Samson brad on the
winch and the ball lifted to the counter. Ai tugger lines were clipped into the bais on the
equator of the sphere and used to guide and steady the sphere into a rig stad placed on

deck. The rig stad was placed just forward of the staboard A-frae pedesta and the

ball was lifted though the A-frame and pulled into position with the tuggers. The winch
operator then lowered the orange sphere into the ring stad. From there on, it was a

standard recovery of wir and glass bals. The twenty balls at the bottom of the mooring
came up in one clump and were al lifted aboard though the A-frame in one lit, using the
ai tugger to pull the bals inboard and forward. Once again, the releas was pulled in
hand-over-hand at the counter.

The entire process from first release firing to last release on deck was about three
hours for PCM moorings of around 2000 meters depth.
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The following ar brief summares of each PCM moorig reovery, instrment
condition, and data return.

PCM-W (SIN 07, Mission 1): Top release was fired at 0033Z, 6 Marh 1993. The
enti mooring was aboard at 0437Z, the extr tie due to multiple approaches to "each

sphere before being able to reach an hook them. The profilg lie was fouled with goose-
neck baracles. On-board memory dump showed only 12 successful profies before depth
readings indicate 0.0 meters. The instrment may have functioned as a fixed instrent at

the bottom stop for the duration of the deployment.
PCM-S (SIN 03, Mission 5) Top releas was fired at 2129Z, 6 March 1993. The

entire moorig was aboard at 2355Z. The profilg lie was fouled with baracles on the
upper one-thrd, but clean on the lower two-thds. As the PCM came into view it was
clearly ventig ai from its equatorial joint as lage clouds of bubbles tred the intrent

The system was flooded. No data was recoverable at sea, although some tape had ben
written prior to the faiure.

PCM-E (SIN 04, Mission 5) Top release was fired at 2054Z, 7 March 1993. The
entie moorig was aboard at 2323Z. The profilng lie was clean and the instrent was

mechanically sound. The on-board data dump showed the intrment profied every th

hours for the duration of the deployment; it completed 1077 profies The currnt probe
was inoperative the entir mission. Temperature and conductivity profies were nominal.

PCM-N (SIN 06, Mission 2) Top release was fired at 2046Z, 8 March 1993. The
entire mooring was on deck at 2320Z. The profilg line was clean and the PCM was in
good condition. The on-board data dump revealed the instrent profied thoughout the

deployment, and completed 1076 profies. Al sensors operated normaly and yielded

nominal values. Battery levels on instrments 4 and 6 showed sufficient reserves for an
additional 1.5 months of profilig.

C. ELSI mooring

ELSI (Extended Life Sonar Instrent) was deployed on a separate moorig
(figure 1-4). The upper 75 m of this moorig was prepard by LOS, and had a separate
release attached to the lower approxiately 200 of the moorig, which was prepared by
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, under contract to IOS. The upper face of ELSI was
estimated on deployment to be at 26m from the surface in a zero-curnt envionment In
addition to ELSI, there were also an S4 currnt meter at 7.5m below the top of ELSI, a
50m thermistor chain (11 thermistors at 5m intervals) starng 65m below the top of ELSI,
and a 6-channel WOTAN 70m below the top of ELSI.

ELSI is maily an acoustic instrent, with 4 upward lookig sonars operatig at

. 55, 110, 200 and 300 kHz. These send both short uncoded and long coded pulses toward
the surface. The short pulses are used to determine the fine-scale bubble size distrbution
with depth above the instrent, and the long coded pulses can be used to measure the

vertcal velocity as a function of range above the instrent In addition there ar 4

sidescan sonars directed to the side, at 45 SYMBOL 176/f "Symbol" interval in the
horizonta plane. The fan-shaped beam is oriented so that it is narow in the horizonta
plane and wide in the vertcal plane. Thus the beam intercepts the surface at a minimum
horizonta range roughly equal to the depth of ELSI, and a maximum horionta range of
rouglùy 250m. The long coded pulses at 100 kHz can be used to infer bubble cloud
distrbutions and radial velocities with range out to rouglùy 300. As well as these active
acoustic sensors, there was alo a hydrohone measuring ambient noise in the 50 Hz to 20
kHz band. Other sensors on ELSI included: Seabird temperature and conductivity sensors
and a Paroscientific pressure sensor, which were sampled at 2 Hz durig acoustic sampling
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periods; and an experimenta total dissolved gas sensor, which was mounted near the
Seabird sensors.

The ELSI mooring was recovered on 6 March. The upper porton was releasd at
0215 UCT, and ELSI was sighted at the sudace at 0217 UCT. Recovery proceeded
without incident: the only damage was a broken antenna on an RDF beacon. There was
heavy biofouling on ELSI and on the other instrments, although there were very few of
the ubiquitous gooseneck baracles: most of the fouling was algae. Recovery of the lower
porton of the mooring began at 0350 UCT, and again proceeded smoothly, without
incident.

Preliminar indications are that ELSI remaied in operation throughout the entie
period of the Intensive Operating Period, and has a full set of data tapes on board. The S4
current meter also has a full memory, and the thermistor chain has a full tape of data
Assessment of the quality of all these data sources wil await the return of the instrments
and tapes to IOS. Unfortunately, the 6-channel WOTAN arved at the sUDace flooded,
and appears to have been flooded from the beginning of the deployment, with no hope of
any data available from that instrument.

Section 3-3: Instrumentation and Sensor Summary

Initial observation UOP mooring recovery
Prior to recovery of the UOP sudace buoy, data was collected from the VA WR via

a Telonics satellte up-lin receiver. Durng a 2 hour period, intense meteorological

measurements were collected from the Wecoma's met system and from hand held
meteorological sensors. (see figures 3-5a-e). The acoustic release was then interrogated
and fired at a range of 3195 meters.

IMET
The !MET system ARGOS transmittr did not appear to be functioning upon

recovery. After the buoy was secured on deck, an attempt to communicate with the Lopacs
inside the well was unsuccessfuL. The two R.M. Young propeller bearngs spun smoothly.
Both, the Longwave and Shortwave solar sensors had minimal dust and grim on their
domes. There were no signs of damaged cables on the tower. The primar and secondar
sensor junction boxes were dry. The two solar panel junction boxes were also dry. The
battery voltage for the IMET system was up around 13 volts. The Lopacs was removed and
placed in the main lab. Power was applied using a portable power supply. Initial power
turn on showed no response from Lopacs, after brief inspection, found that a 3A fuse was
blown. The fuse was replaced and the Lopacs was powered up, and the system booted up
at this time. The Lopacs then began to run the TOGA logger program. A directory of the

. optical disk showed that the last fie written, was on 18 Dec. 1992, the approximate tie
that !MET stopped transmitting ARGOS data.

VAWR
The VA WR was transmitting good data upon recovery. The R.M. Young cup

bearing was spinning smoothly. The Shortwave and the Longwave solar sensors had
minimal dust and gri on their domes. Al sensors on the VA WR looked excellent. The

VA WR SST was placed at a depth of 1.6 meters on the bridle leg. The Shortave solar
sensor was black bagged for 39 minutes to show a time mark on the tape. The VA WR was
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then removed from the tower top and placed in the mai lab. The intrent was puled

from its cas for tape removal and down cruise. The tape had puled for the enti

deployment Al battry voltages were good The VA WR was reording data every 7.5
minutes..

Subsurface Instrumentation
There was a tota of 51 subsurace sensors and intrments attched to the UOP

moorig. Table 3-2 shows the depths and serial numbers of each instrment and sensor asdeployed. .
VMCM

A total of 8 VMCM's were deployed on the UOP moorig. Al the VMCM's had
very minimal growt on the propellers and the cages. The VMCM reord rate was set at
3.75 minutes. Once the instrments were cleaned, they were placed in the lab for uncasing
and down-cruse. All instrments puled tape for the enti deployment. The battry
voltages were al good, and the propeller spin down checks were al excellent. Some of the
VMCM's had other types of instrents attched to their cages and these wil be disussed
later.

SEA-CATs
18 SEA-CATs were deployed with a varety of mountig tehniques used. 12

SEA-CATs were mounted on in-lie load bars, 4 on VMCM cages, Ion the ADCP, and 1
on the bridle leg of the discus buoy. The followig VMCM's had SEA-CA T's attached to
their cages:
VMCM SIN SEA-CAT SIN
203304 0992
202803 0993
202602 0994
203504 0995

Out of the 18 SEA-CA T's, 3 were an older version and had a samplig rate of 5
minutes, the remaiing 15 were sampling at a rate of 225 seconds. All of the SEA-CATs
except one had a full data record in their memory. One SEA-CAT, SIN 1065 had taen
water, and was unrepaiable at sea, the memory chips looked good, so some data may be
recoverable. The leakge path could not be determned at ths tie.

BRANCKER
There were a tota of 19 BRACKER temperatue data loggers deployed in varous

ways on the UOP moorig. The UOP hinged style clamp was used for the in-line type.
Thirn were deployed in this fashion. One BRACKER was placed on VMCM SIN
203203. The remaiing 6 BRACKERS were attched to the af bridle leg of the buoy
from a depth of 0.4 meters to a depth of 2.5 meters. These 6 had thaler tye shield to

compensate for solar heating near the surface. All the shields and the loggers were paited
white as another precaution for solar heating. The BRACKER's were set to record every
15 minute. Al 19 loggers had full data records in their memory. One logger SIN 3837 had
taen water, and would communicate, its eprom was the removed and placed in another
logger and communications were established and it had a ful data record in its eprom.

PMEL
The PMEL MT is a miniature temperature reorder. It was set to a reord rate of

7.5 minutes. There was one on the UOP moorig, which was deployed on the cage of
VMCM SIN 203203. The PMEL logger had a full data record in its memory.
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Table 3-1. UOP Mooring Sensor IDs

TEMPERATURE SENSORS em I ,, ,

Depth (METERS) ! Serial Number Depth (METERS) Serial Number
i

I i0.40 BRANCKER ! 3667 t ¡ 2.00 SEA-CAT i 142
0.50 BRANCKER I 3705 ! i 9.48 SEA-CAT 143
1.00 BRACKER 1 3838 t 13.52 SEA-CAT 928
1.50 BRACKER 3832 17.52 SEA-CAT 929
2.00 BRANCKER 3699 21.50 SEA-CAT 991
2.50 BRACKER 3839 25.50 SEA-CAT 992
7.65 BRACKER 3308 33.50 SEA-CAT 993

29.50 . BRACKE 3761 41.50 SEA-CAT 994
37.50 BRACKER 3834 47.50 SEA-CAT 1069

118.00 BRACKER I 3835 I 54.50 SEA-CAT 995
134.00 BRANCKER ! 3301 ' , 62.00 SEA-CAT ; 1065' ,

150.00 BRANCKER T 3762 -t 70.00 SEA-CAT 1 141i.166.00 BRANCKER 3701 i i 78.00 SEA-CAT 1066
182.00 BRACKER I 3763 TT 86.00 SEA-CAT 144
198.00 BRACKER ¡ 3836 i 94.00 SEA-CAT 1067
214.00 BRACKE 3702 102.00 SEA-CAT i 927
230.00 BRACKE 3703 110.00 SEA-CAT 1.068
246.00 BRACKER 3837 126.00 SEA-CAT 146
262.00 BRACKER 3764

CURRENT METERS
OTHER SENSORS Depth (METERS) Serial Number
Depth (METERS) Instrument Serial Number 7.15 VMCM 203203

22.50 ADCP 44 L- 10.90 VMCM 401105
1.60 IMET SST 109 : 14.97 VMCM 401004
6.65 PMEL-T-POD 2011 I i 19.01 VMCM 51
2.20 Tensiometer 43845 25.00 VMCM 203304-

1.60 VAWR SST T5075 33.50 VMCM 202803
202.00 WOTAN 8846 41.50 VMCM 202602

54.50 VMCM 203504
, ,

, ,
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ADCP
The RDI Acoustic Doppler Curnt Frofier (SN 048) was deployed at a depth of

22.5. The transmit freuency was 150 kHz and it took a profùe every 15 minutes. Sea-
Cat SN 0991 was mounted to the ADCP cage.

The reovery of the ADCP went smoothy. There was only mior biofouling on
the pressure case with none interferig with the transducer faces. The ADCP was cleaned
and then remaied on deck for approxiately 36 hours until the data was down loaded.

The ADCP was still tranmittg durng th tie. This was determed by placing an AM
radio tuned to 150 kHz next to the transducer heads.

The senal cable was connected to the external senal connector on the ADCP and tle
NEC computer prior to opening the pressure cas. Afr sending a break though the

external senal cable, the senes of internal tests (SCTST) were ru with no reportd
failures. The ADCP internal clock was interrogated and compard with the GPS tie base.
The ADCP day was one day ahead of GMT. The ADCP tie was approximately 17
seconds ahead of GMT. Internal tit, heading and temperature sensors appeared to be
operational.

Since the battnes appeared fine, we dumped al the data from the ADCP to the
NEC portble pnor to opening the pressure case. These ar in data fies TOGA.OOl to
TOGA.035. Some data was unobtaiable after two attempts at down loading. 20
ensembles are missing from fies 012, 013 and 014. Al data was then copied to floppy
disk. We then opened the ADCP pressure case. The measured loaded and unloaded
voltages were above acceptable values. We removed the battries, closed up the cas and
packed the ADCP for shipping back to W.H.O.l

WOTAN
A 12-channel WOTAN (Wind Observations Through Ambient Noise), SIN 16, was

mounted at 200 m below the surace on the Weller UOP moorig. Ths intrment
sampled ambient sound in 12 bands from 50 Hz to 18 kHz every 20s, and stored an
average for each band at 5 minute interval. These data wil be used to iner local wind

speed and precipitation.

The instrent came out of the water on 4 March at 0218 UCT. There was very

litte biofouling, and the housing and mountig bracket were very clea, although the
sacnficial zic anode was almost completely disolved. Later in the day the data were
dumped to computer: there were 38913 records collected, and a preliminar look at the data
indicate that the qualty is good.
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Section 3-4: Wecoma - Manual meterological sensor intercomparsion

Prior to our arval at the UOP moonng, we collected some met data by hand for
intercomparson with the RN Wecoma met instrentation. We collected sea surace
temperature, barometric pressure (Model AI-HB-IA SIN IBI621), relative wind sped
(Turbometer), ai temperature and relative humidity (Vailsala HM34 SIN 492782). These
(as well as the simultaeous ship mounted measurements) were recorded every 10 minutes
for 2 hours on the afternoon of 2 March 1993. The sky was mostly cloudy.

The bucket SST samples where taen from the starboard side of the ship. Other
measurements were taken from the windward side of the bridge deck. The ship has two
wind anemometers located on the port and staboard sides of the mast. The other met
sensors are located on a short mast, on the port side, just fore of the fantail, next to the
crane. The ship's SST measurement was made at from a engine intake port located at a
approx. 5 m depth. SBE temperature and conductivity sensors were located in a barel in
the wet lab where sea water was continualy pumped in from an input at the bottom of the
ship's hull. The ship's met computer samples the sensors at approximately 2 Hz and
makes 1 minute averages before displaying and recording to disk (in NetCDF format).

The results of the intercomparson revealed some problems. RH and BP
measurements yeilded the closest match(figures 3-5a,3-5b). The BP appears to have a
constant offset between the hand sensor and the ships sensor. The air temperature
measurements disagreed by as much as 1.5°C. (figure 3-5c). The ship's SST was 0.6°C
higher than bucket temperatures. (figure 3-5d) The location of the ship's met mast was not
optimal for all wind directions, as can be seen in (figure 3-5e).

Because of the poor match between the data taen by hand, we decided not to

totally rely on the ship's met system for intercomparson with the UOP buoy, but to use a
combination of hand and ship met sensors for the intensive met comparson at the UOP
mooring site.

Section 3-5: V A WR - R/ Wecoma sensor intercomparison

Prior to the recovery of the UOP mooring, 2 hours of meteorological observations
were taken from 0740 to 0940 local tie. RN Wecoma and hand held measurements were
taen every 10 minutes. The VA WR data was collect through the telemetr unit which
transmits measurements every 7.5 minutes. The telemetr data was converted to

engineering units using the pre-cruise calibration coeffcients.

During the observations, the RN Wecoma was positioned a quarr mile down
wind from the buoy and held the port side exposed to the wind. Hand measurements were
conducted from the fantal using the "A"-frame for shade. We found the hand sensor
measurements of ai temperature and relative humidity were extremely sensitive to direct
sun light. The W ecoma relative humidity was lower than the VA WR estimates by 10
percent. These measurements appeared less reliable as the sun rose higher.(figures 3-6a,
3-6b) The wind direction comparison revealed a 180° rotation between data reported by the
Wecoma and the VA WR. (figure 3-6d) The Wecoma SST was consistently more than
0.4 °C higher than the VA WR. Bucket temperatures had much better agrement with the
VA WR(figure 3-6e). The Wecoma barometric pressure measurements were consistently
higher thanthe.V A WR and hand sensor measurements by 0.2 mbar. (figure 3-60
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Figure 3-5a, 3-5b. Ship and Manual Sensor Comparisons
Relative Humidity and Barometric Pressure
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Figure 3-Sc, 3-Sd. Ship and Manual Sensor Comparisons
Air Temperature and Sea Temperature
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Figure 3-Se. Ship and Manual Sensor Comparison
Wind Speed
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Figure 3-6a, 3-6b. VA WR, Ship and Manual Sensor Comparison
Air Temperature and Relative Humidity
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Figure 3-6c, 3-6d. VA WR and Ship Sensor Comparison
Wind Speed and Wind Direction
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Figure 3-6e, 3-6£. VA WR, Ship and Manual Sensor Comparisons
Sea Temperature and Barometric Pressure
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Section 3-6: CTD survey

Two. CT casts to. 1000 meters were do.ne at each PCM mo.o.ring prio.r to reo.very.
These casts were timed to. co.incide with PCM pro.fie ties and were to. pro.vide data for
closing co.mparons with the PCM temperature and conductivity senso.rs. Botte .samples
were taen at fo.ur depths in the tap 300 meters in regions of relatively litte change in
salinity far furter co.mparsons.

CTD at date tie
1 PCMN 3/03/83 0900Z
2 PCMN 3/03/93 1200Z
3 ELSI 3/03/93 1700Z
4 UOP 3/03/93 2255Z
5 PCMW 3/04193 2100Z
6 PCMW 3/05/93 OOZ
7 PCMS 3/05/93 1200Z
8 PCME 3/05/93 1800Z
9 PCMS 3/06/93 1800Z
10 PCME 3/07/93 1800Z
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